
                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 at Corringham 

Why is History important? 

At Corringham Primary School, we believe that high-quality history lessons inspire children’s curiosity to want to know more about the past and to think as historians. 

History is not just facts! It helps the children gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. 

 

 

What skills do we develop as Historians? 

We develop children with the following essential skills 

and knowledge to help them become historians. Our 

historians are able to:   

 Gain understanding of historical periods and the 

complexity of people’s lives. 

 Develop a sense of curiosity about the past and 

how and why people interpret the past in 

different ways 

 Show an understanding of historical concepts 

such as continuity and change, cause and 

consequence, similarities, differences and 

significance  

 Think critically about history and make 

connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends and 

create their own structured accounts 

 Think, reflect, debate, discuss and evaluate the 

past by formulating and refining questions and 

lines of enquiry 

 Understand the methods of historical enquiry, 

including how evidence is used rigorously to 

make historical claims 

 Support, evaluate and challenge their own and 

others’ views using historical evidence from a 

range of sources 

 Respect historical evidence. 

 

 

 

How do we implement the History curriculum at 

Corringham Primary School? 

As a school, we follow the National Curriculum for 

History. Our History curriculum is organised into a 

progression model that develops skills, knowledge and 

vocabulary in a sequentially coherent way.  

Our History lessons are driven through our engaging 

and fun Cornerstones Curriculum. It is mapped out into 

5 key areas: Chronological Understanding, Historical 

Knowledge, Interpretation of History, Historical 

Enquiry and Communicating Knowledge. This ensures 

out historians build on their secure prior knowledge. 

History is delivered through subject specific teaching 

on a weekly basis; however, History is also taught in a 

broad and cross-curricular way and meaningful links 

are made with other subjects to develop our 

historians understanding and to strengthen 

connections.  

Through the new EYFS Framework (2021), even the 

youngest children are developing their Understanding 

of the World. Similar to Key Stage 1 and 2, they 

explore their own cross curricular topics but through 

a continuous provision setting.  

 

“A long time ago there were caves and bears and 

cavemen and wolves lived in them.” EYFS 

Reception 

“I like learning about different people.” Year 1 

“We found out about dinosaurs. Mary Anning was 

a famous fossil hunter.” Year 2 

Year 6 celebrated the end of their WW2 

project by throwing a good old-fashioned street 

party knees up for their families. 

 


